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Orbital Corp. indicated that several areas of revenue 
softness have emerged that will lead to lower profitability 
results than previously expected.  Management had noted at 
the half year that the company would be reporting a loss for 
the following six month period.  Consulting revenue 
backlogs, which were A$1.19 million at the turn of the 
year, have not picked up and remain well below last June’s 
A$3.87 million.  However, an important contract via 
Textron (NYSE: TXT-$22.69) suggests a materially 
improving condition for fiscal 2013 (ends June 30). 
 
The LPG market has been sluggish in Australia, as have 
been sales of the Ford Falcon EcoLPi.  The Falcon EcoLpi 
is Ford’s flagship LPG fueled vehicle in that country’s 
Large Car market.  Sales of large cars in Australia have 
been particularly weak (down about 23% ytd) while sales of 
medium sized, diesel and SUV vehicles have been positive.  
Evidently there have been some supplier complications 
with Ford such that revenues have been lower than hoped 
for, but the recent market feedback is that there is now a 
backlog on the Ford EcoLPi.  Looking at the overall 
landscape, conversions into LPG fueled engines have also 
been on a slow track, possibly due to the general preference 
for smaller, more fuel efficient and inexpensive cars. 
 
Interestingly, Synerject, Orbital’s 42% - 58% joint venture 
with Continental AG (XETRA: CON.DE - €64.50), has 
also been experiencing some mixed results as scooter sales 
in Taiwan have been sluggish and have not been offset by 
the moderate recovery in the JV’s other traditional marine  
 
 
Company Description 
Orbital Corp. is a leading designer and manufacturer of fuel 
injection components and engine management systems for both 
gasoline and alternative fuel systems. Orbital has introduced next-
generation LPG “Liquid” fuel injection technology (LPi; liquid 
phase injection) which offers enhanced performance compared to 
previous generation LPG systems. 
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and recreational markets.  These markets have staged some recovery but are still well below 
historical highs. 
 
As mentioned and very importantly, Textron is one of three companies awarded the U.S. Navy's 
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Services multiple-award contract, 
encompassing both land- and sea-based unmanned aircraft systems operations for the Navy, 
Marine Corps and Air Force.  The amount of the total award maxes out at US$874 million and 
has a duration of five years.  Orbital has received a six-month contract to provide the engine for 
the UAS for an amount of about A$4.7 million.  Should Textron keep Orbital on board - and the 
probability is high that they will - the annual revenue flow would double that amount and give a 
healthy boost to the fiscal 2011 (ended June 30th) run rate of A$16.4 million.  (The previous 
acquisition of Sprint Gas [May, 2011] will also be boosting the company’s annual revenue base.) 
 
Valuation 
 
With reference to our initiation report dated March 9, 2012, the logic of our valuation remains 
unchanged.  We believe a two-fold approach is reasonable, one part involving the 42% interest in 
the Synerject joint venture and the balance relating to the parent company’s own operations.  The 
average peer company multiple of net income has declined moderately to about 10x from 12x, but 
if we were to use only an 8x multiple and apply it to Synerject’s $8.7 million FY 2011 after-tax 
profit, we calculate a value of $69.6 million for that entity.  With a 42% partnership ownership, 
that calculates to a value of $29.2 million for Orbital shareholders. 
 
As to the Orbital parent operations, we believe a multiple of revenues at this stage is a more 
appropriate tool.  For companies in the negative profitability category the market cap as a 
multiple of revenues calculates to an average of about 1.0x.  Using a conservative 0.5x multiple 
for Orbital, and assuming that annual revenues will rise to about $24 million (thanks, in part, to 
the Sprint Gas acquisition) we calculate a value of $12.0 million for the parent segment.  This 
does not fully reflect the near-term softness in Ford Falcon sales but, by the same token, does not 
reflect the longer-term impetus of the Textron contract. 
 
When the two valuations are combined, we generate a total estimated value of $41.2 million.  
This result would obviously rise if one were to apply peer company averages instead of 
employing a discount.   
 
The following table shows the pro-forma revenues and income for Orbital were Synerject’s and 
Orbital’s results to be combined. 
 
Table 1 

 
Source:  Company records 
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Table 2 -  Orbital Corp. Income Statement 
 

 
Source:  Company reports 
LTM - Last twelve months 
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Table 3 -  Orbital Corp. Six Months Income Statement 
 

 
Source:  Company reports 
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Table 4 -  Orbital Corp. Balance Sheet 
 

 
Source:  Company reports 
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Table 5 -  Orbital Corp. Cash Flow 
 

 
Source:  Company reports 
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Richard C. Nelson 
 
Mr. Nelson began his career in financial services as an assistant to the senior technical analyst for White Weld in 
London, UK. He thereafter joined Arnold Bernhard & Co. (Value Line), a well-regarded third party research 
organization, where he conducted Equity, Options and Convertible Securities Research.  
 
For ten years Mr. Nelson developed and expanded Convertible Securities research at Kidder, Peabody & Co., 
where Greenwich Survey, a major institutional rating organization, rated him #1. Kidder, Peabody fielded one of 
the most effective convertible security departments on the Street, and Mr. Nelson was instrumental in developing 
several innovative analytical systems for monitoring and assessing convertible and related derivative instruments.  
Mr. Nelson subsequently joined Lehman Brothers where he again specialized in Convertible Securities Research 
and received recognition by Institutional Investor (#2 standing) for that category.  Lehman was one of the largest 
underwriters of convertible securities at that time. 
 
As a Managing Director of ING Barings Furman Selz LLC and, subsequently ABN AMRO, Inc., Mr. Nelson 
focused on Special Situations Equity Research, Convertible Securities Research and Convertible Securities 
Capital Markets Origination.  In addition to his varied analytical responsibilities, he oversaw the placement of 
approximately $350 million in lead managed transactions as well as participation in numerous co-managed 
transactions. 
  
Mr. Nelson continued to apply his expertise in special situations and convertible securities at Morgan Joseph & 
Co. Inc. and then as Director of Research for J Giordano Securities, an investment banking and trading boutique. 
His research department specialized in high yield debt, convertible securities and small and mid-cap company 
equity research. His deep experience in a wide variety of investment securities embracing all industry sectors has 
provided him with a ready ability to assess most financial structures.  
 
Mr. Nelson holds a BA degree from Valparaiso University and an MBA degree in Finance from the Frank Zarb 
School of Business at Hofstra University.  He holds series 62, 63, 79, 86, 87 and 24 licenses. 
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Disclosures and Risks 
 
Consilium Global Research is an independent research organization. The content of this report has been 
compiled primarily from information available to the public released by the Company.  The Company is solely 
responsible for the accuracy of that information 
 
 We do not recommend or solicit an investment in any particular stock or other security. We have prepared our 
research based upon information and sources considered to be reliable. We are compensated by the issuer. We 
may distribute our research through other organizations or companies. In some instances, we may be 
compensated by the Company in stock in the Company. Additionally, we may perform consulting or advisory 
services for Companies that we produce research for. 
 
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry.  Any 
“forward looking statements” are our best estimates and opinions based upon information that is publicly 
available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with respect to truth or 
correctness.  There is no guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. 
 
THIS REPORT IS PUBLISHED SOLELY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES AND IS NOT TO BE 
CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY 
SECURITY IN ANY STATE OR PROVINCE.  PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE 
FUTURE RESULTS. 
DO NOT MAKE ANY INVESTMENT DECISIONS BASED UPON THIS REPORT.  ALWAYS 
CONSULT WITH YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT  
DECISIONS. 
 
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally 
viewed and is not intended for use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary 
to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such jurisdiction. 
 
All prices are as of June 1, 2012 
 

 


